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ABSTRACT
A helicopter geophysical survey of about 830 line-km was flown over an area of 180 km2 in
southern Norway to aid in determining which route a proposed railroad should follow. Along any
route chosen, extensive tunnelling would be necessary. The aerial geophysical survey aided geologists in mapping the area and provided information on the presence of geological structures, particularly faults and fractures, which could hinder tunnel construction if they are major water conduits.
The helicopter survey collected magnetic, electromagnetic, radiometric, and very low frequency
(VLF) electromagnetic data, and mapped a number of geophysical lineations and other structures.
Most lineaments appear to be related to dikes, faults and fractures. Known major faults appear on
all data sets, and minor faults appear on one or more of the individual data sets. Magnetic measurements proved to be the most useful geophysical tool for locating dikes in the area. Contacts between
dikes and surrounding rock have been shown to be major water conduits, so the locations of dikes
were as important as fault and fracture location. The combination of data sets proved valuable for
corroborating the findings from any given data set. From the geophysical data, it appears that the
western half of the survey area is more intensely fractured than the eastern half, although a few
large lineations, presumably fractures or faults, appear in both areas. Ground follow up in selected
areas confirmed the reliability of the airborne data.

Introduction
This paper is intended as a case study showing how
multi-sensor airborne geophysics can be effectively used
for infrastructure planning. If a proposed survey area is
sufficiently large, and if the targets have dimensions amenable to resolution from a height of 30 m to 100 m above
ground level (AGL) and with a line spacing of 50 m or
more, airborne geophysics can become a cost-effective option over ground geophysics. Airborne geophysical surveys
have the advantage of much more rapid data collection rates
than ground surveys. In addition, multiple data sets are simultaneously collected. Typical survey systems can combine electromagnetic (EM), magnetic, very low frequency
electromagnetic (VLF), and radiometric data sets. Palacky
and West (1991) provide a good overview of a variety of
airborne geophysical systems. The advent of global positioning satellite (GPS) navigation has made accurate real
time positioning possible and has largely removed a formerly time consuming task from the processing stage of
aerial surveying. In the helicopter survey described in this
paper, lateral position accuracy of 5-10 m was achieved in
real time, without resorting to post-processing.
The geophysical survey described herein was a direct
result of a previous, recent engineering failure. A problem
occurred in 1996 during the construction of a railway tunnel
from the center of Oslo to Oslo's new international airport.
In this particular instance, the tunnel intersected a large

water-bearing fault at an oblique angle. The fault tapped
into overlying lakes, and over a period of months drained
them into the tunnel. The flooding delayed the project for
almost a year, and resulted in costly repairs which more
than doubled the tunnel's cost, as well as legal battles and
negative press from perceived environmental damage (Beitnes, 1998; Sandvik, 1998).
In an effort to avoid similar problems at future construction sites, a railway construction company authorized
geological and geophysical field investigations to be carried
out in an area in southern Norway to help in deciding which
route a proposed railway line should take between Oslo and
H0nefoss. The major component of the geophysical work
has thus far been a helicopter geophysical survey that collected magnetic, EM, VLF, and radiometric data over an
area of about 180 km2 using a line-spacing of 200 m and
a nominal flying height of 60 m. Lines were oriented eastwest, a direction thought to be perpendicular to the strike
direction of major geological structures.
Krokskogen is a relatively undeveloped forested area
about 20 km northwest from Oslo (Fig. 1). The area surveyed, outlined in Fig. 1, lay on the western edge of the
Oslo Rift, one of the world's major volcanic provinces. In
detail, the geology of the Krokskogen area is complex, but
broadly speaking, the area can be divided into a western
section made up of flat-lying intermediate to basaltic igneous extrusives and an eastern zone made up of acid igneous intrusives. The primary engineering question is
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Figure 1. Location map showing helicopter survey
area, outlined by the polygon, and surrounding area.

whether the north-south railway should pass through the
flat-lying lava flows in the west or through the intrusives
in the east. Both routes would require long stretches of
tunnels. The western route would be the most direct, but
would go through or beneath more environmentally sensitive areas than an eastern route.
Geological Overview
The Krokskogen area can be divided into two distinct
geological provinces. In the west, covering about two-thirds
of the survey area, is the Krokskogen lava plateau. The
eastern third of the area consists of a group of volcanic
cauldrons that represent part of the Oslo Paleorift, as well
as younger massive plutonic rocks. This division can easily
be seen in Fig. 2, which shows a geological overview of
the Krokskogen lava area.
A distinctive type of latite extrusive, known locally
as rhomb porphyry (RP), make up about 90 percent of the
Krokskogen lava sequence (Larsen, 1978). RP lavas contain
light colored feldspar phenocrysts, and individual flows can
be mapped on the basis of the size, shape, and density of
these clasts. The remaining 10 percent of the extrusives are
mostly basalts of various types. The lava sequences are

Figure 2. Geological map of Krokskogen area. Helicopter geophysical survey area outlined.
more or less flat-lying and are cut by two major normal
faults as well as several more minor faults. The NNW-SSE
trending Isadalen fault cuts the lava plateau roughly in half.
The Isadalen fault (IF in Fig. 2) coincides with a 100-m
deep, 14-km long gorge. The Fiskebekken-Mattiplassen
fault (FMF in Fig. 2) trends N-S and is synthetic to graben
formation. The fault block east of the FMF is displaced
downward 50 m. A diabase dike swarm follows the fault.
Some of the dikes are up to 20-m wide (Larsen, 1978).
Basaltic or diabase dikes also cut through the lava sequence
at several other locations in Krokskogen. The contact between the host rock and dike can sometimes serve as a
major water conduit (Takasaki and Mink, 1981; Rohr-Torp,
1998), so dike location was as important as fault and fracture location in this case. The fault pattern in the Krokskogen lava plateau is a grid pattern similar to that found in
other rift zones. The distance between faults, equal to the
width of the fault blocks, is about 300-800 m (Larsen,
1978).
The eastern third of the surveyed area consists mainly
of the remnants of overlapping volcanic cauldrons. The
cauldrons are floored by a variety of rocks—volcanic vent
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breccias, basalts, and felsitic intrusives and extrusives. To
the north of the cauldrons is an extensive zone of syenitic
plutonic intrusives of Permian age, but younger than the
cauldrons.
Engineering Goals
From an engineering standpoint, the location of the
faults, dikes, and fractures is important because of their
potential as water conduits. Tunnelling can be hindered or
sometimes stopped altogether if a major water-bearing zone
is intersected. If the water-bearing fracture zone is intersected at an oblique angle, the problem is aggravated because a longer section of tunnel intersects the zone. Therefore knowledge of the orientation of the water-bearing
structure is important.
Beyond simply locating faults and fractures with geological and geophysical mapping, it is desirable from an
engineering standpoint to know which faults or fractures
are sealed from water flow and which are major water producers. Differentiating between these cases using airborne
geophysical measurements can be very difficult. Electrically conductive lineaments can be moist yet tight clay-filled
faults, or they can equally well be significant water-bearing
zones. Magnetic measurements do not give direct information about water. Radiometric sensors are sensitive only
to the upper few centimeters of soil or rock. However, the
combination of methods, combined with knowledge of local geology and rock and soil properties, has the potential
to enable interpreters to make an educated assessment.
Helicopter Geophysical Data
A primary goal of the geophysical survey was to locate lineaments that had not been previously located by
ground geological mapping. A secondary goal was to determine which of these lineaments might correspond to water-bearing structures. Although we were successful in locating previously unmapped lineaments, it was difficult to
determine conclusively which of the linear anomalies might
be water-bearing. This difficulty is only partly a result of
decreased resolution due to the helicopter system's sensor
height. The EM or VLF anomalies produced by water-bearing fractures may be very similar to those produced by
moist, clay-filled fractures.
The data were collected from a helicopter that flew
at an average height of 80 meters AGL. In areas of relatively low topographic relief, the targeted (nominal) flying
height was 60 m AGL. Average ground speed of the helicopter was 100 km per hour (28 m/s). Navigation was from
global positioning satellite (GPS) navigation, differentially
corrected in real time. Horizontal positioning was estimated
to be accurate to within about 5 m. Magnetic data were
collected at a rate of 5 measurements per second using a

cesium-vapor magnetometer having a resolution of 0.01 nT.
The magnetometer was suspended 15 meters below the helicopter, and so was 45 m AGL when the helicopter flew
at its nominal height. A proton precession magnetometer
positioned at a nearby airfield recorded diurnal fluctuations
at a rate of 15 measurements per minute. These diurnal
variations were later subtracted from the airborne magnetic
data. EM data were collected using two coil configurations,
each using two frequencies. The horizontal coplanar (HCP)
coil configuration was operated at frequencies of 32 kHz
and 4.3 kHz. The vertical coaxial (VCA) coils were operated at 4.5 kHz and 915 Hz. The EM sensors were in a
towed-bird suspended 30 meters below the helicopter (30
m AGL at nominal flying height). The transmitter-receiver
separation for each pair of coils was approximately 6.5 m.
Sampling rate was 10 measurements per second for each
frequency. The radiometric system was mounted on the helicopter and consisted of four sodium iodide crystals having
a total volume of 16.78 liters. Registration rate was one
sample per second. The two VLF receivers operated in the
range 16-26 kHz. They were suspended 7 meters below the
helicopter (53 m AGL at nominal flying height) and recorded 5 measurements per second.
Magnetic Data
Of the various data sets collected, the magnetic data
were the most useful in delineating lineaments possibly related to fractures, dikes, and faults, as well as other geological structures. A map of the diurnal-corrected magnetic
total field is shown in Fig. 3(a). Several linear features are
evident in this map. Besides the lineations from dikes, fractures, and faults, the border between the lava flows in the
west and the caldera complex and plutons in the eastern
middle section of the surveyed area can be clearly seen.
Magnetic anomalies trend along the two major faults in the
area, as well as along a few previously mapped minor
faults. Furthermore, there are several linear magnetic anomalies that do not have any clear surface expression and were
unknown before the aerial survey.
The positive magnetic anomalies have three probable
sources. The major faults are primarily normal faults, and
their offset has caused rocks of different magnetic susceptibilities—including highly magnetic basalt layers—to be
moved adjacent to one another, thereby causing a linear
magnetic anomaly. A second mechanism is the emplacement of vertical dikes. Many have been geologically
mapped in the area, and they tend to be more magnetic
than the host rock, thus producing positive magnetic anomalies. The third mechanism arises from the presence of remanent magnetism. The relative importance of remanent
magnetism to induced magnetism is the Koenigsberger ratio, or Q-value. Q-values greater than unity imply remanent
magnetisation dominates induced magnetization. In the majority of samples from the RP lavas—which constitute 90
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4. Close-up view of aerial geophysical data from area B in Fig. 3(b). Straight white line indicates approximate
location of the fault denoted Ml in Fig. 3(a). Lakes are also outlined, (a) 4.5-kHz VCA resistivity. Dark areas are
more conductive than light areas, (b) Total magnetic field. Dark areas have a lower magnetic field than light areas.

percent of the Krokskogen lava sequence—remanent magnetization has been shown to dominate (Everdingen, 1960).
A positive linear magnetic anomaly can be produced in
such rocks by eroding away or altering the remanence-containing minerals in a fault or fracture. If the rocks in the
area around the fracture are remanently magnetized opposite the induced field, these rocks will appear as a broad
magnetic low, and the unmagnetized fault rock will appear
as a relative high with respect to the surrounding rocks.
If the fault lies in an area where induced magnetization is dominant, weathering of the fault material will usually produce a negative magnetic anomaly (Henkel and
Guzman, 1977). In one case, a small negative lineation,
denoted Ml in Fig. 3(a), helped confirm the presence of a

previously unreported fault detected on EM data as a conductive zone.
Electromagnetic Data
The airborne EM data were not as effective at resolving water-bearing faults and fractures as was hoped.
Ground waters in the Oslo area are very fresh, and resistivities over 100 ohm-m are not unusual (Banks et al,
1995). Although this still provides a good contrast with the
resistive host rock, at low EM frequencies a water-bearing
zone must be several meters wide for the signal to exceed
the noise level of the instrumentation (1-2 ppm). Fig. 3(b)
shows the estimated half-space conductivity map from the
4.5 kHz VCA electromagnetic data. It shows that the lava

<Figure 3. Samples of area wide helicopter geophysical data. Symbols Bl, B2, SI, S2, Ml, and W refer to structures
or positions described in text. Areas denoted A-D are referred to in text and other figures. IF = Isidalen fault. FMF
= Fiskebekken-Mattisplassen fault, (a) Total magnetic field with diurnal correction, (b) Ground resistivity from 4.5kHz vertical coaxial coils, (c) Radiometric potassium, (d) Very low frequency EM, in-line receiver.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5. Data over four hypothesized dikes and faults in area A in Fig. 3(a). (a) Total magnetic field, (b) 4.5-kHz
VCA resistivity.

flows are conductive relative to the syenitic intrusives in
the east. This is primarily because the lavas possess a considerably higher porosity than the syenites. A few anomalies coincide with known faults. One of the major faults
(FMF) appears as a conductor relative to surrounding rock
along much of its length on all EM data sets, suggesting
the presence of water. The Isedalen fault (IF) appears resistive relative to surrounding rock or else shows no EM
anomaly, and so is probably not a major water conduit.
Several anomalies correlate across data sets. Shown
in Fig. 4(a) is the north-south trending conductive anomaly
in area B in Fig. 3(b). This anomaly lies along a chain of
lakes, but in some EM data sets extends further south than
do any of the lakes. Based on the EM data alone, it is
difficult to determine whether or not the resistivity low is
caused by lakes and marshes or by a deeper structure. Results from 3-D EM modeling gave no clear answer. However, as shown in Fig. 4(b), a subtle linear magnetic low
occurs in the same area (Ml in Fig. 3(a)). An anomalous
low is consistent with the presence of a fault or fracture.
Water in the fracture would oxidize magnetic minerals, reducing their bulk susceptibility. In addition, a VLF anomaly—denoted "W" in Fig. 3(d)—is prominent in the same

location. This fault, hypothesized from the geophysical
data, was not shown on published maps. However, geological mapping in the area supports the presence of a fault.
In some cases it was possible to combine magnetic
and EM data to make an educated guess as to whether a
fault, fracture, or dike was water-bearing. Figure 5(a) shows
a close-up view of a group of positive magnetic anomalies
probably caused by dikes. This area is denoted area A in
Fig. 3(a). Figure 5(b) shows the 4.5-kHZ VCA conductivity
over the same area with the magnetic highs superimposed.
Magnetic anomalies 1 and 3 appear as high resistivity zones
along their entire lengths, an indicator that these dikes are
"dry." Anomaly 3 also has low conductivity along much
of its length, but the conductivity increases in the center.
We cannot be sure from the EM data alone that this is
related to high water content that could impede tunnel construction. It could be the response of wet clay. The permeability of clay is low and so is not necessarily a hindrance to tunnel construction, even if saturated with water,
so long as the clay itself remains immobile. Likewise,
anomaly 4 shows moderately high conductivity along the
length of the anomaly, but in this case the EM response
appears related to something other than simply the dike,
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Figure 6. Ground follow-up. Direct current resistivity soundings at locations SI and S2 in Fig. 3b. (a) Highly resistive
lava flows, SI. (b) Less resistive lava flows, S2.
possibly reflecting orthogonal fractures or even topographic
variation.
DC resistivity soundings were carried out to assess
the reliability of the airborne EM measurements. Two sites

were chosen on fairly flat-lying lava flows. One site showed
high airborne EM resistivities whereas the airborne resistivities at the second site were substantially lower. The results of the DC soundings are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).
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The more resistive site, marked " S I " in Fig. 3(b) yielded
a resistivity of 14,700 ohm-m with the 4.5-kHz VCA coils
and 30,000 ohm-m with the 4.3-kHz HCP coils. Layer resistivities from inversion of the DC resistivity data range
from about 5,000 ohm-m to almost 15,000 ohm-m, with the
exception of a thin layer of conductive soil. The airborne
EM resistivities at the less resistive site (S2 in Fig. 3(b))
were 7,950 ohm-m from the 4.5-kHz VCA coils and 4,000
ohm-m from the 4.3-kHz HCP coils. The DC sounding data
at this location invert to layers having resistivites ranging
from 1,300 ohm-m to 2,200 ohm-m. Based on these data
we judged the aerial EM data to be trustworthy in at least
a relative sense.
Radiometric Data
The radiometric data were much more effective in
outlining specific rock units rather than in delineating faults
and fractures. Shown in Fig. 3(c) is the radiometric anomaly pattern for the potassium channel. The two most dominant anomalies in this map are a curved anomalous low
trending roughly north-south (Bl in Fig. 3(c)) and an reshaped anomalous low (B2 in Fig. 3(c)). Both zones coincide with surface exposures of basaltic lava flows as
shown in Fig. 2.
In general, few of the curvilinear or linear radiometric
anomalies coincide with known faults. However, the anomaly marked IF in Fig. 3(c) correlates with a major fault
system (Isedalen), and a N-S anomaly corresponds to a previously mapped minor N-S fault in the west (area C in Fig.
3(c)). This anomaly is shown in a close up view in Fig. 7.
A potassium high runs parallel to the fault trace through
almost its entire length. Neither the EM, the VLF, nor the
magnetic data show this fault. This example illustrates the
importance of multiple sensors.
VLF Data
Of the various data sets, the Totem VLF data have
proved to be the least straightforward to interpret. Since the
end of the Cold War defense-related VLF transmissions to
submarines have become less frequent. This intermittent
transmission pattern can be seen in the south part of Fig.
3(d), which shows the VLF map derived from total field
data from the in-line receiver. The VLF total field anomaly
of a steeply dipping 2-D conductor is located directly over
the body (Sinha, 1987), whereas tilt angle measurements
show a maximum gradient across the same body. Of the
VLF anomalies present in this map, one—anomaly IF in
Fig. 3(d)—is clearly related to a known fault, the Isidalen.
Anomaly W, shown in Fig. 3(d), appears to be related to
the fault controlling the chain of lakes shown in Fig. 4(a).
It is not yet clear whether other smaller anomalies, not coincident with known faults or fractures, reveal the presence
of buried fracture or fault zones, or are related to changes
in topographic relief. The anomaly in area D in Fig. 3(d)

Figure 7. Potassium anomaly map and trace of known
fault show over area C in Fig. 3(c).
crosscuts geology. The flank of the anomaly is nearly coincident with the edge of a large marshy area called Stormyr. A stream flows southward from Stormyr into another
marsh. Could the stream and marsh themselves be expressions of a buried fracture zone that controls current channeling? A ground VLF tilt angle survey line shows a maximum gradient near the edge of Stormyr, marked X in Figs.
8(a) and 8(b). However, this location is 350 m removed
from the Totem VLF maximum, shown by T in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b), seemingly too far apart to result from the same
source. Similar airborne VLF anomaly patterns occur in the
northern part of the survey area (V in Fig. 3(a)). The anomalies cut across known geology and topographic features.
The sources of these anomalies remain unknown and
should be investigated further prior to major underground
construction.
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Figure 8. Krokskogen area VLF data, (a) Totem VLF helicopter data over area D in Fig. 3(d). (b) Tilt angle VLF
line along profile A-B shown in part (a).
Discussion and Conclusions
A key objective of the airborne survey was to locate
structures that might be water-bearing fault or fracture systems. The survey was successful in locating linear anomalies that most probably relate to unmapped fractures,
faults, or dikes. Confidence in the data comes from a high

correlation between linear geophysical anomalies and previously mapped faults and fractures. Of the various data
sets, magnetic data provided the most detailed information
on linear anomalies. However, each data set provided at
least some information on lineations exclusive of the other
data sets. Equally important was the ability of one data set
to serve as a check on another. The electromagnetic and
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VLF data provided extra information on the location of
possible fault and fracture systems, apart for the magnetic
data, but we currently have no good way to distinguish
tight, clay-filled conductive lineaments from water-bearing
lineaments. However, with high quality data and knowledge
of local characteristic geophysical signatures it may be possible to make this distinction.
Krokskogen, as a part of the Oslo rift, was a wellstudied area. Professional geologists, amateurs, and university students have mapped much of it at scales of 1:10,000.
Despite careful previous study, new structures were found,
and the geophysical data have pointed to the existence of
structures that could have a significant impact on tunnel
building in the area. The geophysical data have helped geologists to confirm some hypotheses and have pointed to
areas warranting closer geological and engineering examination. As yet no decision has been made on which route
the railway line should follow.
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